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EQUALITY, AMBIGUITY, AND
PUBLIC CHOICE

BETrE Novrr EvANs*

At first glance, making an argument about equality today
seems to offer all the excitement of jumping into a fight after it had
been won. No serious thinker still maintains that certain classes of
people are inherently inferior to other classes, and those individu-
als who still think so usually have the discretion not to admit it.
But when discussions expand from platitudes to issues of public
choice, such as affirmative action, international human rights pol-
icy, the Equal Rights Amendment, or economic distributions, we
find widespread disagreements, with antagonists on all sides bas-
ing their cases on radically different understandings of what equal-
ity implies. These disagreements often fall short of being
arguments at all. The concept of equality is so elusive and ambigu-
ous that we lack common grounds from which to approach it, and
hence, without agreement on how to formulate appropriate ques-
tions. The purpose of this paper is to facilitate substantive argu-
ments about equality by attempting to unravel some of the
ambiguity of the concept, and to suggest how the different inter-
pretations of equality affect the directions of our arguments on is-
sues of public choice.

Insights into the subject of equality are emerging not only
from the traditional fields such as ethics, political philosophy, and
jurisprudence, but also from such diverse fields as constitutional
law, dependency theory in international relations, and political sci-
ence works on representation and legislative process, and of
course, macroeconomics, to mention only a few. Underlying the
diverse approaches of these fields, some common themes are be-
ginning to emerge. Yet, it is disappointing how little such rigorous
thinking on equality has informed public discourse. Controversies
about equality, whether in the classroom, on the street, or in legis-
lative chambers are notoriously sloppy in their treatment of this
crucial concept. Yet, if any theme has characterized political dis-
course in the modern world, surely it is equality. Economic policy,
whether concerned with investment, taxation, or compensation in-
escapably raises questions about levels of income equality. At-
tempts to promote justice, whether in the penal system or in the
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distribution of goods, forces one to confront the issue of equality.
Both proponents and opponents of compensatory programs rest
their cases on appeals to equality. Behind these controversies lie
the classical concerns of political philosophy-justice, obligation,
authority and community. In fact, moral argument in general, in-
sofar as it attempts to formulate principles which are universaliz-
able, rests on premises regarding the equality of human beings as
moral agents. Wherever we look, we seem to be arguing about
equality.

This paper has both a pessimistic and an optimistic theme.
The pessimistic theme is that the concept of equality is radically
ambiguous and inescapably subjective. An agreement to value
equality can never provide guidance for egalitarian public policy
unless a number of other agreements are reached as well. The op-
timistic theme is that it is possible to specify at least some of the
elements necessary for intelligent discourse on equality.

This paper is an attempt to dissect arguments about equality
in order to lay bare the structure of such arguments. In doing so,
we discover the root of the elusiveness of the idea of equality. De-
scriptive and normative elements of arguments are subtley and
complexly interwoven into the meaning of the term. At any stage
in an argument, unnoticed normative assumptions shape the direc-
tion of our thinking, and hence, our policy preferences. Making ex-
plicit these assumptions and their implications, and exposing the
structure of the arguments will not make the concept any less elu-
sive, but it may allow us to discourse more intelligently. An enter-
prise of this sort rests on the hope that if we can discourse
intelligently, we can improve our chances for intelligent public
choice.

Most arguments about equality begin with some Aristotelian
conception of justice-that equals ought to be treated equally.1

This notion does not get us very far, but it does draw our attention
to several important starting points. First, it confirms our intuition
that it is inequality which needs special justification. If someone
asks, "Why should I treat people equally," I can quite properly re-
ply, "Why not?" The answer is not at all facetious, but is a state-
ment about presumptions and burden of proof. Most of us share
the common presumption that people ought to be treated equally.
unless there is some good reason for not doing so. Putting it this

1. Any consideration of justice and its relation to equality brings us back to
Aristotle, The Politics, ed. and trans. by Sir Ernest Barker (New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1962) and The Nicomachean Ethics, ed. and trans. by Ross (London:
Oxford University Press, 1954).
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way places the burden of proof on arguments against equal treat-
ment, and focuses the question on what might be good reasons for
treating people unequally.2

The principle of treating equals equally brings to light some-
thing else about the structure of arguing about equality. Such ar-
guments usually join two different kinds of statements-
descriptive and normative. A descriptive statement about equality
claims that A and B are in some respect equal in fact. A normative
or prescriptive statement claims that they ought to be treated
equally. Now logically there is no necessary connection between
the two kinds of statements. Since one cannot logically conclude
an "ought" from an "is," (a normative from a descriptive state-
ment) there would be nothing inconsistent about admitting that
indeed A and B were equal, and still insisting that they ought to be
treated unequally.3 Still, logical niceties aside, the appeal of this
reasoning is too important to be easily dismissed. Implicitly, at
least, we usually join the two statements together with a connect-
ing prescription:

A and B are equal in fact.
Justice demands that equals be treated equally.
Therefore, justice demands that A and B ought to be
treated equally.
Now we have a beginning, although not a very interesting one.

By itself, the Aristotelian assertion that equals ought to be treated
equally is as vacuous as it is appealing; it neither specifies who are
equals, nor what is to count as equal treatment. It could as easily
content a confirmed heirarchist as a radical egalitarian. Its vacuity
makes us confront the fundamental ambiguity of the concept of
equality. The ambiguity centers on the problem of differences.
Human beings, and treatment of human beings, differ in innumera-
ble respects. How are we to know which of these infinite differ-
ences are relevant to the establishment of equality or inequality?
Which differences make a difference? Which differences consti-

2. "Understood in this way, the principle of equality does not prescribe posi-
tively that all human beings be treated alike; it is a presumption against treating
them differently, in any respect, until grounds for distinction have been shown. It
does not assume, therefore, a quality which all men have to the same degree, which
is the ground of the presumption, for to say that there is a presumption means that
no grounds need be shown. The onus of justification rests on whoever would make
distinctions." S.I. Benn and R.S. Peters, The Principles of Political Thought (New
York: Free Press, 1965), pp. 127-128.

3. See David Hume, An Inquiry into the Principles of Morals, trans. by C.W.
Handel, (New York: Library of the Liberal Arts, Bobbs-Merrill, 1957). This point is
neither so simple nor so universally accepted as I have implied. For a discussion of
the issue, see W.D. Hudson, ed., The Is/Ought Question (New York: MacMillan,
1969).
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tute inequalities, and which are, in the neutral sense, merely dif-
ferences? Furthermore, is the conclusion that equals ought to be
treated equally a prima facie rule, or an absolute? Are there any
good reasons for ignoring the commands of equal treatment?

I suggest that we can sort out this ambiguity (although not
conclusively answer anything) by distinguishing a series of sepa-
rate questions and then showing how each one entails the others.
An argument for either equal or unequal treatment proceeds
through a number of steps. Anyone making an argument about
equality must be prepared to justify and defend each step in the
sequence; a weakness at any point threatens his entire case. The
questions, suggested in part by previous work in ethical and polit-
ical philosophy, and in part by legal standards used in equal pro-
tection of law adjudication, allow us to see rather clearly what we
are doing when we argue about equality. Note that, depending on
the kind of argument being offered, each group of questions can be
read either from the top down, or from the bottom up. The se-
quence is as follows:

DESCRIPTIVE ASSERTIONS ABOUT EQUALITY
1. In what respects are A and B different?
2. Does the difference constitute an inequality?
3. For what purpose is the inequality relevant?

NORMATIVE ASSERTIONS ABOUT EQUAL TREAT-
MENT

1. In what ways are A and B being treated differ-
ently?

2. Does this difference constitute an inequality?
3. What purpose is served by the difference in treat-

ment?
4. What kinds of purposes justify treating people un-

equally?
Although the foregoing questions can be listed separately,

they do not really constitute discrete steps in an argument, but
rather different themes in a continuous argument. The questions
flow into each other. For example, one cannot discuss whether dif-
ferences constitute inequalities without discussing the purpose for
making distinctions. Thus, rather than breaking the argument into
artificial segments, I have chosen to let the stages flow together
into a single sequence. We begin with descriptive claims about
equality.
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DESCRIPTIVE ASSERTIONS ABOUT EQUALITY

Equality implies sameness with respect to some specified attri-
bute.4 A stone and a cabbage can be the same weight, although
they are different in shape, density, color, and nutritional value. If
I make an argument that, in some situation, people should be
treated equally because they are equal, I have begun with a de-
scriptive assertion that the people in question are the same in
some respect.' I can probably demonstrate that A and B are
equally tall, equally heavy, or perhaps equally poor, but for more
general claims (A and B are equally worthy, equally deserving,
equally meritorious, for example) there is no empirical evidence,
no "natural fact" waiting "out there" to be discovered. People and
things are only equal and unequal with respect to some criterion
and some measurement scale. And measurements and criteria do
not exist in nature; they are human creations which we choose for
particular purposes. Hence, they are inescapably evaluative.5

Both philosophers and radical egalitarians have tried to spec-
ify the ways in which all humans are equal. Some begin with em-
pirical claims; all humans feel pain; all humans need and desire
certain material and psychological resources in order to live de-
cent lives, for example. Such arguments, although appealing, are
subject to refutation, since it is always open to argue that these
attributes (capacity to suffer, needs, etc.) are not in fact possessed
equally by all persons. To avoid this difficulty, many thinkers base
claims of human equality on non-empirical attributes; all humans
are equally moral agents, or rational beings, or children of God, for
example. Such claims are more difficult to dispute, but they run
the risk of saying nothing more than that all humans are equally
human, a mere tautology. The egalitarian will want to rest his case
on a claim that is more than tautological, but at the same time can-
not be shown to be patently untrue. The egalitarian will want to
avoid any assertions of equality that are comparable even in the
ordinal sense. We cannot deny that some people have better rea-
soning capacity than others, some seem better able to make moral
choices, some even seem more conscious of their humanity than

4. The Oxford English Dictionary definition of "equality" reads, in part: "1.
Identical in amount, magnitude, number, value, intensity, etc.: neither less nor
greater. 2. Possessing a like degree of a quality or attribute on the same level in
dignity, power, excellence, etc.; having the same rights or privileges."

5. This point is discussed most perceptively in what I believe to be the most
thorough single book on equality, John Wilson, Equality (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1966), pp. 40-56. Wilson explains that what we perceive as natural is
necessarily an artifact of manmade language. On the same point, see John Rees,
Equality (New York: Praeger, 1971), pp. 19-22, and Peter Winch, "Nature and Con-
vention," Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society (1959-60), pp. 231-252.
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others. Nevertheless, all human beings have interests; all have in-
tentions. It does not make sense to say that John can intend more
than Jim, or that Jane has more interests than Joan. Conse-
quently, many of the best contemporary formulations of equality
arguments are permised on the equality of human beings as bear-
ers of intentions and interests. 6 While these general claims are ab-
solutely crucial to any thorough philosophical discourse about
equality, social and political controversies are seldom argued in
such general terms. Such arguments are usually limited to more
specific claims that some particular A and B (usually groups) are
or are not equal.

Human beings are alike and are different in innumerable re-
spects, any one of which could be selected as relevant to establish-
ing equality. Thus, if I assert that A and B are equal, it is
incumbent upon me to specify in what respects they are equal, and
why the criteria I have selected are the relevant ones. Unless we
can agree on the criteria, a discussion about equal treatment can-
not proceed any further. If I argue that the normatively relevant
human attribute is strength, and you maintain that it is age, we
have not much further to say to each other until we can resolve the
purpose for which we are making the distinction. Are we trying to
select people for a hunt or a military expedition, or for counsels of
government, or to educate the young? Because distinctions among
people are inherently purposive, they are inescapably normative. 7

This insight, interestingly, is quite explicit in constitutional doc-

6. This tradition winds its way though the Stoics, Christian theology, and
above all, Immanuel Kant. For some of the more pertinent contemporary formula-
tions, see Bernard Williams, 'The Idea of Equality," in Philosophy, Politics, and
Society, ed. by Peter Laslett and W.G. Runceman (Oxford: Blackwell, 1962); John
Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), esp. pp.
504-511; Alan Gewirth, Reason and Morality (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1978). One of the clearest statements of the advantage of a noncomparable charac-
teristic is by Wilson, Equality, p. 99:

Moreover, this kind of equality can be pressed much further than other
forms of natural equality. There is a rough similarity between men in
many respects: they are all in some degree intelligent, liable to -pain, and so
on. But they do not have these characteristics to the same degree; we have
to be content with general similarities. This also applies to certain empiri-
cal characteristics which have a moral aspect, such as those qualities to
which we refer by such names as "will power," "purposiveness," and "de-
termination." These are in some loose sense measureable; one man pos-
sesses more of them than another. But the ability to form intentions and to
value, to choose, and to have purposes, although it is empirically observa-
ble, is not in the same way quantitative. There is no difficulty about say-
ings that one man is more purposive or determined than another; but it
would be odd to say that one man is more able to form intentions or to
make choices than another.

Id.
7. See Wilson, p. 45.
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trine. When a classification is challenged as violating the equal
protection guarantee, the state is required to articulate a legiti-
mate purpose for the classification, and to demonstrate the rela-
tion between the classification and that purpose.

We have begun with a clearly descriptive assertion, and in the
very first step have been forced to conclude that equality is one of
those terms which cannot be wholly descriptive, but which is in-
herently an evaluative concept. It is worth reiterating that I cannot
conclude anything about the equality or inequality of A and B
without making an argument about the relevance of my selected
characteristics, and the purposes for which those characteristics
seem relevant. Two contemporary examples from employment
controversies illustrate this relationship. We may agree that gen-
der is irrelevant for the position of telephone operator, and rele-
vant for the position of actress playing a female role, but we may
disagree about its relevance to other occupations. For some years,
airlines maintained that gender was relevant for the job of flight
attendant, since only females could "meet the psychological needs
of passengers." Such an argument makes it evident that before
we can conclude anything about whether men have equal capaci-
ties to be flight attendants, we must talk in some detail about the
purposes of flight attendants.

Perhaps the most controversial current dispute concerns the
relevance of race or ethnicity as a criterion for employment selec-
tion. We may agree that in hiring, people should be treated
equally, but disagree vehemently on whether equality demands or
forbids affirmative action. A policy of preferential hiring for minor-
ities may be attacked as providing unearned advantages based on
an irrelevant attribute. Or, it may be defended as a step toward
equalizing a system that has awarded unearned disadvantages
based on an irrelevant attribute. To pursue this matter, we must
find a way to distinguish relevant from irrelevant attributes, and to
sort out the connections between those attributes and the multiple
purposes served by employment criteria.

If we continue asking questions about the relevance or irrele-
vance of any particular attribute, we are forced to confront philo-
sophical questions about what human beings are all about, and to
ask why some attributes strike us as more significant than others.
We find ourselves beginning to talk about "essential" qualities, or
even "essences." If I define people as "essentially" equal or une-
qual, I am making an implicit distinction between what is essen-

8. Diaz v. Pan American World Airways, 442 F.2d 385 (5th Cir. 1971).
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tial, and what is accidental or irrelevant, or, in John Wilson's
words, between what one is and what one has:

... (T)he question of whether one game or system gives a
person more equality of opportunity than another game or
system depends ultimately on what we count as a person.
The egalitarian adopts a narrow picture, whereby a person
is determined and courageous, but only has intelligence,
wealth, and a title. But this picture is not compulsory; we
might alternatively say that a person is determined, coura-
geous, and intelligent, and has wealth and a title-or even
that he is determined, courageous, intelligent, rich, and
aristocractic. Or we could outdo the egalitarian and say
that he has determination and courage rather than that he
is determined and courageous. So far as logic and lan-
guage go, it seems arbitrary which picture we choose to
adopt.9

Even if we admit differences in natural talent, we cannot talk
about inequalities without talking about human convention, as
John Rawls so clearly articulates:

The natural distribution is neither just nor unjust; nor is it
unjust that persons are born into society at some particu-
lar position. These are simply natural facts. What is just
and unjust is the way that institutions deal with these
facts. 10

This line of reasoning leads us to a kind of Rousseanian ques-
tions about which differences are natural or conventional, and
from there, back to the very difference between nature and con-
vention. Social convention may or may not create inequalities in
the way that Rousseau argued, but it does indeed create the crite-
ria by which we evaluate people as equal or unequal."

Not only must we argue about which differences are relevant,

9. Wilson, p. 64.
10. Rawls, p. 102. Rawls goes on to develop a system in which natural talents

are harnassed for the benefit of everyone, and in which those less advantaged by
nature receive special compensation. This principle of redress, he says, "is the
principle that undeserved inequalities call for redress, and since inequalities of
birth and natural endowments are undeserved, these inequalities are to be some-
how compensated for." Rawls, p. 100. See also Herbert Spiegelberg, "A Defense of
Human Equality," Philosophical Review, 53 (1944), pp. 100-123.

In a related view, John Schaar argues that natural inequalities make a mockery
of the ideals promised by equality of opportunity. See his "Equality of Opportunity
and Beyond, in John Chapman and Roland Pennock, Equality, Nomos IX (New
York: Atherton, 1967), pp. 228-249.

11. Jean Jacques Rousseau, The First and Second Discourses, ed. by R.D. Mas-
ters. (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1964). See Sanford Lakoff's critique of Rous-
seau's attempts to distinguish nature and convention in his Equality in Political
Philosophy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964).
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we must also argue about which differences constitute inequali-
ties. Some differences are merely differences; others are viewed
normatively as well, and we have not agreed upon a way to distin-
guish between the two. This is the root of the dispute between
Thomas Szacz and the majority of the psychiatric profession con-
cerning the definition of mental illness.12 A difference is only a dif-
ference until some normative judgment is placed upon it. A
century ago, black skin was not only different from white skin; it
was also inferior. Today, skin color is seen as a difference that is
not indicative of any inequality except in the quantity of melanin
in the epidermal cells. There remains a controversy, however, con-
cerning whether anatomical differences in genital structure consti-
tute mere differences or also inequalities. Other differences
complicate the question even further. Differences in central ner-
vous system functions are considered not merely differences, but
also as inequalities; smart is not just different from stupid; it is also
thought to be better. Differences in motor skills are likewise nor-
mative; it is better to be a good athlete than an uncoordinated
clutz, although it is always open for one to argue that athletic
prowess is an irrelevant attribute.

Even if we could settle the problem of relevant criteria, we
would still be faced with a lesser, but nevertheless sticky problem
of the appropriate scale of measurement. Whether or not persons
or things are equal depends in part on the scales used to compare
them. Two distances may be the same when measured in miles,
but different when measured with a micrometer. Since there are
infinite gradations of differences, we must be prepared to argue
about how much difference constitutes a difference. On an ordinal
scale, two "A" students are equal; on an interval scale, we may
have to say that a student with a 3.9 average is a better student
than one with a 3.87 average. Is a basketball player who is 6'3" as
tall as one who is 6'3 1/4"? How much difference constitutes a dif-
ference?' 3 Suppose an administrator has discretion to choose
among three equally qualified job applicants. If her choice is not
purely arbitrary, can we say that she is using a finer measuring
scale than the one which rated the three as equal? Like criteria of
relevance, scales of measurement are inherently purposive, hence,
inherently normative.

We have discovered thus far that a seemingly simple factual

12. See Thomas S. Szacz, The Myth of Mental Illness, (New York: Hoeber,
1961).

13 .... (T)wo things... can be equal without being exactly equal. So they
can be the same without being exactly the same." See H.A. Bedau, "Egalitarianism
and the Idea of Equality," in Chapman and Pennock, p. 6.
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assertion that A and B are equal has become immensely compli-
cated and ambiguous. We cannot select or defend criteria or meas-
ures without specifying their purposes, and once we talk about
purposes, we are no longer dealing with purely factual assertions,
but have included normative discourse. The next step in an argu-
ment for or against equality is to justify the criteria and the meas-
ures in terms of their purposes. Two aspects of the subject arise:
How close is the relationship between the criteria and the purpose,
and how legitimate or compelling is the purpose? The final ques-
tion will be considered where it more appropriately belongs, under
the subject of normative assertions in the next section. It is men-
tioned here to demonstrate again how descriptive assertions flow
into normative ones. We shall concentrate here on a somewhat
more empirical problem, the relationship between the selected cri-
teria and the purpose for which the distinction has been made.

Classification systems have purposes; distinctions among per-
sons reflect society's concern with role differentiation. Classifica-
tions are used to help us make generalizations when we cannot
evaluate each case individually. Thus, for purposes of military
service recruitment, society may reasonably classify men into
young and old and act on the assumption that young men are more
likely to be physically fit than older men. Any particular older man
may be healthier than any particular young man, but in the aggre-
gate, the classification serves a useful purpose, and no one is likely
to complain that the classification discriminates. Note that classifi-
cations based on sex for the same purposes are now seriously open
to challenge. Inevitably, such classifications treat people un-
equally. Thus, it is crucial to ask how much congruence exists be-
tween the classification system, and the purpose it is intended to
serve. To answer this question, we can rely partly on empirical
evidence, and partly on normative judgments.

Suppose a lending institution has legitimate interest in grant-
ing home mortgages to people who will be able to repay them.
They have no way of knowing what any particular applicant's abil-
ity will be in the future; the best they can do is to rely on some
statistical generalizations about groups. Suppose the data showed
that unemployment is much higher among black males than
among white males, and job turnover more frequent. Would it,
then, be acceptable for loan officers to follow a rule of thumb deny-
ing home mortgages to blacks? Suppose, further, that the data
showed the married women of child bearing age were less likely
than comparable men to continue earning an independent income.
Might not loan officers decide to count the incomes of' such women
less than that of their husbands in calculating eligibility for mort-
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gages? What is wrong with counting race, age, sex, and marital sta-
tus as relevant criteria for the purpose of granting mortgages?
Where is the fault in this kind of reasoning?

At least two things offend us about this kind of reasoning?
First, empirically, there may be insufficient congruence between
the classification system and the intended purpose. The classifica-
tion may cast its net too wide, denying mortgages to numerous
people (black men, married young women) who are perfectly ca-
pable of meeting their loan commitments. The classification is
overinclusive. At the same time, it may appear to narrow; it does
not exclude the kinds of white men who may not be able to pay.
Hence, it could be considered underinclusive. In equal protection
adjudication, both over and underinclusive classifications can be
held invalid; here the evidence is empirical and can be settled by
statistical relationships. 14

But even if there is a near perfect statistical association, there
may be reasons to reject such classifications. Legally, the discrimi-
nation described above would be ruled "invidious"-it both is
based on and perpetuates demeaning stereotypes. Clearly, empiri-
cal arguments are necessary but not sufficient for us to defend the
criteria by which we treat people differently. But to pursue the
argument any further takes us into an area that is predominantly
normative. From here, we begin to consider the structure of argu-
ing prescriptively about equal treatment.

NORMATIVE ASSERTIONS ABOUT EQUAL TREATMENT

The problems regarding descriptive statements about equality
are both paralleled and multiplied when we move to normative dis-
course. Even if we agree that it is good to treat equals equally, we
may disagree about what equal treatment implies. Like people,
situations have an infinite number of attributes; treating them
equally with respect to one may well imply treating them un-
equally with respect to countless others. Similarly, we have no
way of knowing when differences in treatment constitute inequali-
ties in treatment. We do not usually consider differences in treat-
ment as inequalities unless we are going to condemn them as
unjustified.

If equality implies sameness, there is literally no way to treat

14. The classic, and still authoritative discussion of this issue is Tussman and
ten Broek, "The Equal Protection of the Laws," 37 California Law Review 3431
(1949). Two cases which particularly well demonstrate this approach are Eisen-
stadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972) and Cleveland Board of Education v. LaFleur, 414
U.S. 632 (1974).
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people equally. Any social differentiation, any division of labor in
a society-even division based on age or sexual function-implies
differences that might be construed as inequalities. Moreover, as
long as there is any social approbation for outstanding achieve-
ments, or such values as honor and excellence, there necessarily is
inequality. Hence, to establish true equality would imply abolish-
ing the division of labor.15 This insight is at the heart of the Marx-
ian precept that inequality is the product of the division of labor,
and that true equality will only be possible when the division of
labor is overcome. 16

Given the plethora of differences among people, it is abun-
dantly clear that treating people the same does not always imply
treating them equally. Treating the rich and poor alike in the crim-
inal justice system sounds like a good idea until one considers the
costs of legal counsel and court documents. Then we discover that
equal justice may require treating them differently-i.e., providing
free legal assistance to indigents. All of our programs of assistance
to disadvantaged persons can be seen both as attempts to equalize
treatment, and simultaneously, as programs which treat people
unequally.

A classic case of the ambiguity of unequal treatment is the
problem of labor compensation. Liberal economists are adamant
on the principle of equality, but equality applies to the equal op-
portunity to enjoy the fruits of one's labor. To provide for the en-
joyment of rewards disproportionate to the contribution of labor
strikes the liberal as a gross inequality and an injustice. Karl Marx
made the same argument when he criticized the simplistically
egalitarian German Social Democratic Gotha Program. In the
early stages of communism, Marx explained, socialist equality
should not be very different from the ideal expressed (but never
practiced) by the liberals. Marx's explanation so perceptively
grasps the ambiguity of equal compensation that it merits quoting
at some length:

15. See John Plamenatz, "Diversity of Rights and Kinds of Equality," in Chap-
man and Pennock, p. 79.

16. See Marx's famous "hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon..." state-
ment in The German Ideology, ed. by C.J. Arthur (New York: International Pub-
lishers, 1970), p. 53. The problem of reconciling roles differentiation with radical
egalitarianism was not ignored by the early socialists. In the Manifesto of the
Equals, Babeuf and Merechal were willing to maintain that the only permissible
differences should be those of age and sex. See V. Advielle, Histoire de Gracchus
Babeufet de Babouvisme (Paris, 1884), cited in Lakoff, pp. 112-125. The more widely
accepted position among egalitarianism tries to reconcile equality with the widest
possible acceptance of diversity. This view is best expressed by R.H. Tawney,
Equality (1931) (New York: Capricorn, 1961).
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• . . The individual producer receives back from society-
after the deductions have been made-exactly what he
gives to it. What he has given is his individual quantum of
labor... The same amount of labor which he has given to
society in one form he receives back in another .... The
right of the producers is proportional to the labor they
supply; the equality consists in the fact that measurement
is made with equal standard, labor.

But one man is superior to another physically or men-
tally, and so supplies more labor in the same time, or can
labor a longer time; and labor, to serve as a measure, must
be defined by its duration or intensity; otherwise, it ceases
to be a standard of measurement. This equal right is an
unequal right for unequal labor. It recognizes no class dif-
ferences because everyone is only a worker like everyone
else, but it tacitly recognizes unequal individual endow-
ment and thus productive capacity as natural privileges. It
is, therefore, a right of inequality, in its content, like every
right. Right by its very nature can consist only in the ap-
plication of an equal standard, but unequal individuals
(and they would not be different individuals if they were
not unequal) are measurable only by an equal standard in
so they are brought under and equal point of view, are
taken fromone definite side only, for instance, in his pres-
ent case, are regarded only as workers, and nothing more
is seen in them, everything else being ignored. Further,
one worker is married, another not; one has more children
than another, and so on and so forth. Thus, with an equal
performance of labor, and hence, an equal share in the so-
cial consumption fund, one will in fact receive more, than
another, one will be richer than another, and so on. To
avoid all these defects, right instead of being equal would
have to be unequal.17

Marx's argument here is compelling, but we may nevertheless
be troubled by the fact that equal compensation for equal work
renders gravely unequal consideration to people's wants, needs,
aspirations, or opportunities. A society must inevitably choose
which parameters are the relevant ones.

This problem returns our attention to the question of distin-
guishing between differences and inequalities. Not even the strict-
est egalitarian would demand that everyone be treated alike-that
we treat a sick person like a healthy one, or an aged person like a
young one. Any system of role differentiation implies that people

17. Karl Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Program," in Robert Tucker, ed., The
Marx-Engels Reader (New York. Norton, 1972), pp. 386-387.
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have different functions, activities, responsibilities, and the like.
Ordinarily, we do not call these differences "inequalities" unless
we are complaining that a difference operates unfairly to disadvan-
tage someone. Benn and Peters state the issue quite clearly:

These differences (family allowances and child support
payments to divorced women in British law) are not called
'inequalities' because they are held to be justified; for the
word 'inequality' in this sort of context usually has a pejo-
rative force and we call a distinction an 'inequality' only
when we have already decided to condemn it. This dis-
tinction between the pejorative 'inequality' and the neu-
tral 'difference' is helpful in discussing egalitarianism in
all its forms. 18

We do not complain of unequal treatment because judges are
permitted to send people to jail, and carpenters are not permitted
to do so. Until recently, no one would have thought to attack as
unequal the laws which exempt women from compulsory military
obligation. A difference may be neutral; a difference that disadvan-
tages someone on grounds that we consider irrelevant and discrim-
inatory is one that we call an inequality. Therefore, in any
movement to achieve a new equality, the first and most crucial
step is to convince people that the kind of treatment which was
previously considered only "different" is not only different, but
also unequal. The classic example in America is the separate but
equal doctrine. When a law requiring separate but equal railroad
accommodations for blacks and whites was originally upheld by
the Supreme Court, the Court expressed the view that separate
facilities were a difference which was, normatively speaking,
strictly neutral. Such a difference did not constitute unequal treat-
ment. In Justice Brown's words:

We consider the underlying fallacy of the plaintiff's argu-
ment to consist in the assumption that the enforced sepa-
ration of the two races stamps the colored race with a
badge of inferiority. If this be so, it is not be reason of any-
thing found in the act, but solely because the colored race
chooses'to put that construction upon it.19

The importance of the Brown vs. Board of Education decision
was the fact that the Court now admitted that separate facilities
were not merely a "difference" in treatment, but were a difference
that constituted an inequality: "Separate educational facilities are
inherently unequal. '20 There is obvious parallel in the contempo-

18. Benn and Peters, p. 136.
19. Plessy v. Fergusson, 63 U.S. 537 (1896).
20. Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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rary political environment; one of the most difficult tasks of the wo-
men's movement has been to convince men and women that
different role expectations are not only neutrally different, but are
unequal in the normative sense.

Numerous thinkers have tried to specify what equal treatment
means, and what kinds of policies it entails. One of the most fruit-
ful contemporary formulations is offered by the legal philosopher,
Ronald Dworkin. Dworkin distinguishes between treating people
equally, and treating them as equals. For some purposes, we are
required to treat people equally, in the sense of treating them
alike. Equality demands, for example, that each person be given
one and only one vote in an election, and that each vote count the
same. On the other hand, we are sometimes required to treat peo-
ple "as equals," meaning not that they be given the same treat-
ment, but that their interest equally be taken into consideration,
even though doing so may imply differences in treatment. The fol-
lowing lines convey at least a suggestion of this notion of equality.

Government must treat those whom it governs with con-
cern, that is, as human beings who are capable of suffering
and frustration, and with respect, that is, as human beings
who are capable of forming and acting on intelligent con-
ceptions of how their lives should be lived. Government
must not only treat people with concern and respect, but
with equal concern and respect. It must not distribute
goods or opportunities unequally on the ground that some
citizens are entitled to more because they are worthy -of
more concern. ...

.... Citizens governed by the liberal conception of equal-
ity each have a right to equal concern and respect. But
there are two different rights that might be comprehended
by that abstract right. The first is the right to equal treat-
ment, that is, to the same distribution of goods or opportu-
nities that everyone else has or is given .... The second
is the right to treatment as an equal. This is the right, not
to an equal distribution of some good or opportunity, but
the right to equal concern and respect in the political deci-
sion about how these goods and opportunities are to be
distributed.

21

This second kind of right allows for utilitarian weighing and
balancing of the conflicting interests of various groups, recognizing
that some groups will be disadvantaged by the outcomes. Still, it
admonishes governments to take the interests of all concerned

21. Ronald Dworkin, "What Rights Do we Have?" in Taking Rights Seriously,
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977), pp. 272-273.
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equally into account when doing the balancing. This rule is similar
to one formulated some years earlier by Stanley Benn in his very
influential "Egalitarianism and the Equal Consideration of Inter-
ests." By focusing our attention on the interests of persons, rather
than the characteristics of persons, Benn turns our attention away
from the differences among people which we might think justify
unequal treatment. Everyone equally has interests, and it is these
interests which must be given equal weight in any formulation of
policy.

22

In addition to the ambiguities concerning how people are to be
treated equally, the issue of equal treatment is complicated by an
ambiguity over what should be treated equally. What is the proper
unit of analysis? If we value equality as an attribute of the society
as an aggregate, we may have to sacrifice equality in the treatment
of individual cases. Progressive taxation, social insurance, welfare
programs, and compensatory policies all strive to equalize condi-
tions in the aggregate by dealing unequally with individuals. For
example, progressive taxation taxes people at different rates in or-
der to equalize economic conditions within a commonwealth.

The distinction between aggregate and individual equality is
readily apparent in the rhetoric of international relations. We fre-
quently hear demands that sovereign nations be treated equally,
that nations should have equal rights to self determination. The
demand for equality of aggregate units (independent nations) is
not convincing to those who reject the aggregate as the relevant
unit of analysis. If a state denies equality to individuals within its
borders, and then demands equal treatment among nations, citing
the principle of sovereign equality, this demand appears as a disin-
genuous shifting of ground. The current human rights controversy
in international diplomacy can be as a dispute over the proper unit
on which to rest demands for equal treatment.

Even within the United States there has been a long and bitter
history of controversy over this point. The early debate over
whether the United States was a union of persons or a union of
States, and the subsequent battle over dual federalism were issues
of this sort. Those who demanded equality for the States (equal
representation in the Senate, and States' rights interpretations of
the Tenth Amendment, for example) saw the State as the relevant

22. S.I. Benn, "Egalitarianism and the Equal Consideration of Interests," in
Chapman and Pennock, pp. 61-78. This idea is developed at greater length in Benn
and Peters, The Principles of Political Thought. See also E.F. Carritt, Ethical and
Political Thinking (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1947), pp. 156-157. This idea lies at
the heart of utilitarianism, but is also the root of the difficulty in utilitarianism with
the interpersonal comparison of interests.
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unit to which the principle of equality should be applied.2 3 Those
who stressed equal representation of individuals pointed out that
the policies which would result from equal representation by
States were often opposed by a majority of persons. Thus, States'
rights in the twentieth century became a tactic for denying major-
ity rule on such issues as economic regulation, labor legislation,
and civil rights. The issue remains unsettled on some fronts, but
the reapportionment cases emphatically affirmed the individualist
position on the issue of voting rights. As Chief Justice Warren
cryptically stated:

Legislators represent people, not trees or acres. Legisla-
tors are elected by voters, not farms or cities, or economic
interests. . . . Citizens, not history or economic interests,
cast votes.

2 4

The contemporary controversy over preferential treatment of
minorities brings to the forefront the political significance of the
dispute over relevant units. The argument for such programs
holds that since members of minority groups have been unjustly
deprived of opportunities and benefits in the past, they now de-
serve special compensation for those losses in the form of prefer-
ential hiring and other enhanced opportunities. Critics contend,
among other things, that it is only individuals who have been
wronged, and hence, only individuals deserve compensation. It is
illogical, they say, to compensate one individual for a wrong done
to another individual simply because both belong to the same
group. Critics maintain that those who justify compensatory pro-
grams on such grounds shift the unit of analysis to reify the con-
cept of the group. Consider the argument summarized by John
Sher (who goes on to develop an individualist justification for af-
firmative action):

If the point of reverse discrimination is to compensate a
wronged group, it will presumably hardly matter if those
who are preferentially hired were among the original vic-
tims of discrimination. However, the argument's basic
presupposition, that groups as opposed to their individual
members are the sorts of entities that can be wronged, and
deserve redress, is itself problematic. Thus, the defense of
reverse discrimination would only be convincing if it were
backed by a further argument showing that groups can in-
deed be wronged and have deserts of the relevant sorts. 25

23. The first of a long and bitterly contested series of cases on this point was
McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat 316 (1819).

24. Reynolds v. Simms, 377 U.S. 533 (1964).
25. George Sher, "Justifying Reverse Discrimination in Employment," in Mar-
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There are, of course, several ways of countering this criticism.
One may respond that all members of minority groups, by virtue of
nothing more than belonging to such a group, have indeed been
individually victimized, and hence deserve compensation. Or, one
may respond that aid to any member of a minority group indirectly
aids all members. There are, in addition, numerous more elabo-
rate justifications.

Attempts to justify such policies as affirmative action lead us
to the next step in our argument: the general problem of justifying
differences in treatment. Our prima facie preference for equality
reminds us that unequal treatment needs special justification. Are
the ends served by unequal treatment important enough to over-
ride the presumption in favor of equality? When DeFunis, Bakke,
Weber and others complain that they have been treated differently
from their black counterparts, we must evaluate that difference in
light of the purposes those differences were intended to serve.

The importance of this stage of the argument is suggested by
its key role in equal protection adjudication. A standard constitu-
tional law textbook explains:

All of the formulations of equal protection theory require
the identification of the objective or purpose of legislation.
Whether the classification must be closely related, or sub-
stantially related, or even minimally related to the objec-
tive of the legislation, it is essential to know what that
objective is. Also, if the question is whether that objective
constitutes a compelling governmental interest, it must be
identified. Such identification, however, involves difficult
problems.26

It is often surprisingly difficult for advocates of policies to ar-
ticulate the purposes of those policies. Advocates of affirmative ac-
tion, for example, cannot agree on whether preferences for
minorities are justified by appeals to the justice of compensating
for past wrongs, or by appeals to the utility of a policy thought to
be instrumental in achieving a more racially balanced society. No-
where is the weakness at this stage in the argument more obvi-
ously damaging than in the University's brief in the Bakke case.
Justice Powell's opinion in Bakke makes it clear that the Univer-
sity had not clearly thought out the purpose of its affirmative ac-

shall Cohen, Thomas Nagel, and Thomas Scanlon, eds., Equality and Preferential
Treatment (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), p. 50. This point is dis-
cussed in a preceding article in the same volume. See Robert Simon, "Preferential
Hiring- A Reply to Judith Harvis Thompson," in Cohen, et. al., pp. 19-39.

26. Edward L Barrett, Jr., Constitutional Law: Cases and Materials, Ninth
ed., (Mineola, N.Y.: The Foundation Press, 1977), p. 1014.
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tion plan, and thus it could not show that its plan was well
designed to serve those purposes. 27

The current dispute over exempting women from compulsory
military registration raises another example. Is the purpose of the
exemption to preserve the traditional functions of women in civil-
ian life, particularly in the family? Or is it to prevent disruption of
military discipline and combat capabilities? We cannot evaluate
the legitimacy of treating women differently if the advocates of
such differences cannot offer a purpose which, they maintain, over-
rides the presumption in favor of equality.

It does not seem too much to ask the advocates of any policy to
specify the purpose of that policy. Yet, on closer inspection, it may
indeed be asking too much, for it assumes that a policy has a pur-
pose, or a finite number of purposes. Our policy making process,
whether legislative or administrative, is a pluralistic one, and any
policy outcome is likely to be the result of bargaining among di-
verse interests. A convergence on outcome may mask a wide vari-
ety of intentions. Thus, when the Supreme Court evaluates a
classification in light of "legislative intent," it may be engaging in a
fiction far removed from legislative reality.28 Again, arguing about
equality plunges us into frustrating ambiguity. Most public poli-
cies involve some classification by which some people are treated
differently than others. We must evaluate a policy in terms of its
purpose, but its "purpose" may fade into a continuing regress of
private purposes of individual decision makers. Despite this diffi-
culty, we cannot abandon the necessity for evaluating purposes,
but in doing so, we cannot demand more rigor than the subject per-
mits.

Once we have made our best attempt to understand the pur-
pose of a policy, we are in the position to tackle the final stage of
the argument--evaluating the purpose itself. We must ask
whether the purpose is sufficiently compelling to override the
prima facie preference for equality. How is equality to be ranked
among other values? Is equality to be preeminent among values,
or should it be one of a number of competing values which may be
traded off against each other, without reference to a fixed hierar-

27. Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978).
28. For some commentaries on his problem see, "Note, Legislative Purpose,

Rationality, and Equal Protection, 82 Yale Law Journal 123 (1972); Gerald Gunther,
"Forward: In Search of an Evolving Doctrine on a Changing Court: A Model for a
Newer Equal Protection," 86 Harvard Law Review 42 (1972). The difficulty in ascer-
taining legislative purpose provides one good argument against adopting Justice
Thurgood Marshall's sliding scale of judicial scrutiny in equal protection cases, as
advocated in his dissent in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez,
411 U.S. 1 (1973).
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chy? In making public policy, just how important is our concern
for equal treatment? If equality is to be considered preeminent
and non-negotiable, we must be prepared to accept the subordina-
tion of other values. 29 For example, most economists, both social-
ist and capitalist, agree that in any economic system, there is a
threshold beyond which increasing economic equality produces
economic inefficiency, thus tending to impoverish everyone. Econ-
omists disagree over the point at which the values of equality and
efficiency come into conflict, and which value should take prece-
dence.

The conflict between equality and efficiency lies at the heart of
another contemporary controversy, the rights of the handicapped.
If equality of treatment is a non-negotiable value, then one must
conclude that it is only right to provide equal access (to education,
transportation, employment, recreation, etc.) for the handicapped.
If, on the other hand, one considers equal treatment as only one of
the legitimate values for which a commonwealth must allocate its
resources, then the benefits and costs of such access must be
weighed against the benefits and costs of other expenditures.

Economic efficiency is not the only value with which equality
conflicts. In the liberal tradition, there is a strong conviction that
the pursuit of equality conflicts with the values of liberty and indi-
vidualism. 30 In the conservative tradition, equality is seen as
threatening the values of excellence in aesthetic, spiritual, and in-
tellectual pursuits. 31 While social thinkers try to confront these
conflicts in the most general terms, public policy makes and ordi-
nary citizens cannot escape confronting their specific manifesta-
tions. The question of open university admissions is often seen as
forcing a choice between the values of equalizing opportunities,
and preserving intellectual excellence. Public financing and regu-

29. For the metaethical issues of hierarchical versus non-hierarchical value
systems in general, see the section on intuitionism in Rawls, pp. 34-40, and his own
priority rule, p. 250, and passim.

30. See Alexis de Toqueville, Democracy in America (1835), trans. by H. Reeve
(New York: Vintage, 1944; John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (1859) (New York: Liberal
Arts Press, 1956). A rather simplified but start statement of this position is found in
George Sabine, "The Two Democratic Traditions," The Philosophical Review, 61
(October, 1952), pp. 451-474. The most important contemporary statement of this
position is Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (New York: Basic Books,
1974).

31. See Plato, The Republic, trans. by Jowett (New York: Vintage, n.d.). It may
be misleading to classify Friedrich Nietzsch among conservatives, but his position
on equality and excellence provides an outstanding example of the point being
made here. See his Thus Spake Zarathustra, trans. by Walter Kaufmann (New
York: Viking Press, 1954), and On the Geneology of Morals (trans. by Walter Kauf-
mann and R.J. Hollingdale (New York: Random House, 1967).
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lation of political campaign expenditures is described as forcing a
choice between equalizing political influence, and preserving polit-
ical liberty. Once the conflicting value has been specified, it must
be evaluated.

Clearly, we do not want to override equality for just any com-
peting value; it must not only be legitimate, but downright compel-
ling. But there is wide disagreement concerning which competing
values are genuinely compelling. Equal protection of law doctrine
provides some interesting applications of this kind of weighing of
values. During the past several decades, the Supreme Court has
established a pattern of upholding differences in treatment only if
the classification particularly well serves some compelling state in-
terest, and no less offensive alternatives are available to accom-
pli.sh the same end. Some recent equal protection cases provide
useful examples. The goal of administrative convenience (even if
it will result in substantial savings for taxpayers) will not justify
preferring males to females as executors of wills, 32 treating female
military officers differently from male officers in assigning depen-
dents' benefits,33 nor will it justify treating male survivors differ-
ently from female survivors in allotting social security payments. 34

But other goals have fared better. The goal of preserving the sol-
vency of a state employee's disability insurance program was ruled
sufficiently compelling to justify excluding disability payments for
pregnancy, even though the disadvantages accrued to one gender
only.35 The goal of retaining only physically fit police officers was
sufficiently compelling to justify a compulsory retirement policy,
even though it imposed a disadvantage on the basis of age alone.3 6

We can get a sense of the relative value of equality by making
the kinds of ordinal comparisons described above, deciding in par-
ticular instances whether some competing value is sufficient to
override the value we place on equality. However, the persistent
questioner will not be satisfied to stop here. Ultimately, such com-
parisons force us to raise a fundamental normative question: why
do we value equality at all? Answers to this question may be ei-
ther of two kinds. In some instances we may value equal treat-
ment simply because it is fair or right. In others, equality may be
valued because it contributes to some other aspect of social well-

32. Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971).
33. Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677 (1973).
34. Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U.S. 636; Califano v. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. 199

(1977).
35. Gedulig v. Aiello, 417 U.S. 484 (1974).

36. Massachusetts Board of Retirement v. Murgia, 427 U.S. 307 (1976).
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being. In short, equality may be valued either deontologically, or
instrumentally.

Most deontological arguments for equality are based on the
close kinship between equality and justice, and even of morality
itself. The concept of justice is intimately bound up with the idea
of treating equals equally.37 Indeed, any concept of a rule or prin-
ciple implies treating equal cases alike. This notion can be ex-
tended to include the very notion of interpersonal morality. One
attribute of a moral rule is that it is one we would be willing to
universalize, to apply or see applied in every case of the same na-
ture. Whenever we talk about universalizable rules, we find our-
selves talking about treating like cases alike. Hence, both justice
and equality are implicit in this concept of morality. If one agrees
that it is good to be just, he may be committed to the recognition of
equality as a deontological value.

In some instances, one may wish to argue that equality is an
instrumental value; it is good insofar as it contributes to some
other social goal. One who constructs such an argument faces a
complex task. He must be prepared to specify the value for which
equality is instrumental, and to bring evidence (and refute counter
evidence) to show that equality will facilitate the attainment of the
value. One might, for example, argue that political equality is nec-
essary to achieve social cohesion, or that it provides the best likeli-
hood of producing good public policy. One might argue that
equality of economic opportunity is instrumental in achieving the
most efficient production and distribution of wealth, or that racial
equality is necessary for maintaining social harmony, or that sex-
ual equality is necessary for efficient utilization of labor power.
Such justifications tend to be weaker than deontological ones be-
cause it is always left open to override equal treatment when ag-
gregate utility will be better served by doing so. 38

These ethical distinctions are not mere academic exercises;
they seriously affect the kinds of public choices we make. Corre-
sponding to the two kinds of justifications, for example, are two
kinds of uses of equality in political argument. Ronald Dworkin
distinguishes between equality as a right, and equality as a policy,

37. See Wilson, pp. 114-121; Felix Oppenheim, "Equality," International Ency-
clopedia of the Social Sciences, 5, 102-107; and Oppenheim, "Egalitarianism as a
Descriptive Concept," American Philosophical Quarterly (April, 1970), p. 144.

38. '"There is always the danger that some 'recognized social expediency,' in
Mill's phrase, will depend upon inequality, and thus will justify overriding the
equality normally required for the general happiness." Bedau, "Egalitarianism...
," pp. 18-19. See also John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism, ed. by Mary Warnock (Cleve-
land: Meridian, 1962).
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and shows how this distinction helps cut through some confusion
about affirmative action:

There is nothing paradoxical, of course, in the idea that an
individual's right to equal protection may sometimes con-
flict with an otherwise desirable social policy, including
the policy of making the community more equal over-
all .... (The DeFunis case) forces us to acknowledge the
distinction between equality as a policy, and the equality
as a right, a distinction that political theory has virtually
ignored. DeFunis argues that (the Washington Law
School) violated the individual right to equality for the
sake of a policy of greater equality overall.39

When DeFunis argues that he has a right to equal treatment,
he is making a deontological argument; he is appealing to principle
rooted in our concept of justice or fairness. Even when no other
social goods come from treating people equally, justice alone may
require equal treatment. Rights based on these principles are
things we value in themselves, and hence are not to be traded off
for other benefits except in the most urgent circumstances. It is
the fact that rights cannot easily be traded off for utility that makes
them rights.

Equality as a policy, however, like other such policies, is justi-
fied by its outcomes. The goal of equalizing social opportunities
throughout the society is a policy aimed at improving aggregate
well-being. It does not establish any particular right for any partic-
ular individual; in fact, as in the DeFunis case cited by Dworkin, it
may even conflict with an individuals right to equality.4° Distin-
guishing between rights and policies in practice may not be easy.
We clearly have a right to equal access to the ballot, but no right to
a progressive tax structure, even though progressive taxation to
equalize income may be a good policy. For a maddening mixture
of rights and policies, consider the legal and administrative confu-
sion over public welfare allocations, and in particular, the Supreme
Court's hesitation to apply equal protection guarantees to welfare
rights.

Not only must decision makers choose between equality and
competing values, they must also choose between different aspects
of equality itself. A person making an argument about equality in
some public controversy must, besides everything else, consider
whether the equality he values is an individual right or a social

39. Ronald Dworkin, "DeFunis v. Sweatt," in Cohen, et. al., p. 67.
40. For further elaboration of this distinction, see the chapters entitled, "The

Model of Rules I," and "Hard Cases," in Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously,
pp. 14-45 and 131-149.
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policy, and then weigh that choice against an indefinite number of
competing rights and policies.

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to make explicit the logic, the as-
sumptions, and the problems involved in arguing about equality.
The reader may be tempted to conclude that a subject which began
in platitudes has ended instead in utter frustration with the ambi-
guity and elusiveness of the very idea of equality. The ambiguity
is indeed unsettling; yet, it is also the source of genuine intelligent
controversy. There are indeed serious differences on which intelli-
gent persons of good will can differ. This discussion has not settled
anything about economic, social, or political equality; I shall be
content if it has convinced the reader that serious discourse is pos-
sible. Those of us committed to the philosophical enterprise rely
finally on a faith that serious discourse is our best hope for intelli-
gent and principled public choice.


